Abstract-Linguistic summarization is a data mining and knowledge discovery approach to extract patterns and sum up large volume of data into simple sentences. There is a large research in generating linguistic summaries which can be used to better understand and communicate about patterns, evolution and long trends in numerical, time series or labelled data. The objective of this work is to develop a computational system capable of automatically generating linguistic descriptions of time series data of septic shock patients containing labelled data, not only of the whole series, but also on the differences between subsets of the data. This is of particular interest in septic shock, as the differences between patients are not well understood. For this purpose we propose a new type of differential summaries, based on a numerical criterion assessing the characteristics of the summary on each subset of interest. Furthermore, this paper proposes an extension of linguistic summaries to provide temporal and categorical contextualization. This is of particular interest in healthcare to detect differences related to a condition or illness as well as the effectiveness of the administered treatment.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid progress of information technology has facilitated the availability of huge amounts of data. Analysis of these huge data and their non-trivial trends may be difficult. Data mining or knowledge discovery methods to automatically summarize the data and reveal trends or non-trivial dependencies are highly desirable. Linguistic summaries (LS) are examples of such methods, that produce concise, humanconsistent description of a data set [1] . This concept was extended and further developed by Kacprzyk and Yager [2] and by Kacprzyk, Yager and Zadrożny [3] . According to this approach, numerical data can be summarized and presented in the form of natural language sentences, called protoforms, as e.g., "Most senior workers have high salary". Protoforms are interpreted using the framework of Zadeh's [4] calculus of linguistically quantified propositions.
Various techniques to develop linguistic summaries in an automatic manner can be found in the literature, and generally speaking follow two distinct paths [5] , one using natural language generation and the other using fuzzy logic tools. In this research we focus on the latter. Linguistic summaries are usually modelled using type-1 fuzzy sets, but type-2 fuzzy sets can also be used [6] , [7] . Many authors generate linguistic summaries using protoforms, such as "most employees are young" [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , but recently it has been proposed to perform LS in databases using If-Then rules such as "IF X is large and Y is medium, THEN Z is small" [7] . These If-Then rules provide a linguistic description of the database and can also be used for prediction.
Most applications of linguistic summaries have been in business (see e.g. [8] , [9] , [12] ), but many studies dealing with healthcare [13] , [11] , [10] also exist. A comparison between the similarities of a set of linguistic summaries in different time periods for different investment funds are studied in [12] . It is also possible to compare time series based on the result of user defined queries over a data cube with time dimension. The similarity between time series is then described using local changes [14] . In [8] linguistic summaries of investment funds are obtained using a set of features to characterize the trends such as the slope of the line segment and study the description of duration and variability. A similar idea is used in [11] to provide summaries of changes in behaviour for elders, while [10] provides activity summaries for eldercare based on a 3D silhouette representation of an elder [13] . The issue of continuous monitoring of eldercare received further attention in [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] with different approaches to compute distances between linguistic summaries to define the presence of abnormal conditions and aggregate these linguistic summaries.
The objective of this research is to obtain descriptive models of events to aid decision making. The dataset under study is composed of intensive care unit abdominal septic shock patients. A patient is considered to be in septic shock when the hypotensive state related to a sepsis condition persists, despite adequate fluid resuscitation [19] . Severe sepsis is a common, expensive, and is the second leading cause of death among intensive care unit (ICU) patients, with as many deaths annually as those from acute myocardial infarction. It is especially common in the elderly, immunocompromised individuals, burn patients, and young children. It is likely to increase substantially as the population ages [19] .
The diagnosis of sepsis relies on overt symptoms of systemic illness (temperature, blood pressure, heart rate, etc.), as well as the indication of the presence of an infectious organism through microbial culture from clinical samples. Still this serious condition is not fully understood and differences between patients are not easily identified. This work focuses on generating not only a general summary for all patients but also on highlighting the differences exhibited in patients with different medical procedure or status.
For this we propose to extend the protoforms of linguistic summaries as defined in [1] , along three directions, to provide two types of contextualization and to underline the distinctive properties of contexts. We first perform a temporal contextualization, taking into account the fact that medical data, among others, are actually composed of time series: they describe the evolution of observed values, e.g. corresponding to different physiological parameters, over extended periods. Temporal contextualization makes it possible to characterize the extracted linguistic summaries over time, indicating whether the observed behavior applies to specific dates or across the whole measurement period. We also propose categorical contextualization of linguistic summaries, in particular to take into account available information regarding medical procedure or status. Furthermore, we propose a new type of summaries, defined as differential, to highlight the differences between subsets of the data identified by category labels.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section II provides the basic approach to linguistic summarization of databases and a dissimilarity metric between linguistic summaries. In Section III we propose an extension of linguistic summaries to explicitly consider time context. In Section IV we further extend linguistic summaries to include categorical label, from where we can obtain a novel type of differential linguistic summaries, based on a dissimilarity metric, as described in Section V. An example of the proposed summaries applied to patients with abdominal septic shock is presented in Section VI. Finally, conclusions and future work are given in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS
This section briefly recalls the protoform-based approach to linguistic summaries, as well as a similarity measure that has been proposed to compare summaries one with another.
A. Linguistic Summaries as Protoforms
In this section we briefly present the basic approach to linguistic summarization of databases as defined by [1] and extended in [2] , [3] . From this approach we propose extensions to include category and temporal contextualization, presented in Sections Section III to Section V.
1) Linguistic Expression and Components:
Given a finite set of objects = { 1 , . . . , } in a database and a set of attributes = { 1 , . . . , } describing objects from , classic protoforms to define a linguistic summary depend on two components, a summarizer , a quantifier , and possibly on an additional qualifier , taking one of the following forms
An example of (1) is "Most patients are tall" and of (2) is "Most young patients are tall".
More formally, the summarizer is a set of fuzzy modalities , = 1.. , with ≤ , associated to data attributes (e.g. the modality low defined differently for the attributes blood pressure and heart rate). It is modelled using:
where ∧ is a t-norm.
The quantifier is a linguistic quantifier (e.g. most) measuring the agreement in quantity, associated to a membership function . The qualifier is another attribute together with a linguistic value (fuzzy predicate) defined on the domain of attribute determining a (fuzzy) subset of (e.g. young for attribute age).
A measure of validity or truth is associated with this representation, it is a number from the interval [0, 1] assessing the truth of the summary. It can be calculated using Zadeh's [4] calculus of quantified propositions. This measure determines the degree to which a linguistically quantified proposition equated with a linguistic summary is true. For the linguistic summaries (1) and (2), this measure is respectively defined as:
B. Similarity between Linguistic Summaries
In this section we briefly describe the distance metric between summaries based on fuzzy protoforms presented in [15] , closely following their notations. This dissimilarity measure takes into account not only the linguistic meaning of the summaries, but also numeric characteristic attached to them, such as their truth values and their degrees of focus, as defined below.
Given two linguistic summaries 1 = 1 1 ′ are 1 and 2 = 2 2 ′ are 2 with truth values 1 and 2 respectively, the similarity is defined as [15] :
where each individual similarity is detailed below. The induced dissimilarity
is a metric on the space of protoform summaries [15] .
The similarity between summarizers 1 and 2 depends whether the summarizers describe the same attributes or not and is calculated using
where and are respectively the number of common attributes for summarizers 1 and 2 and the total number of attributes involved in their union. For the case of a summarizer composed of several attributes, their cylindrical extension is used. Fractions / and
are Jaccard measures [15] .
The similarity between quantifiers 1 and 2 is also computed with the Jaccard measure
The similarity between qualifiers 1 and 2 is defined as 1 in the case of simple protoforms, i.e. when is absent, indicating that is treated as being a fuzzy set that characterizes the whole universe . In the general case,
where | ⋅ | is the absolute value and foc is the degree of focus defined as [9] :
The essence of the degree of focus is to give the proportion of objects satisfying property among all objects: if it is high, the corresponding extended protoform summary concerns many objects, i.e. it is a general summary and thus possibly relevant. In the extraction step that looks for the best summaries, the degree of focus thus makes it possible to limit the search space. For simple protoforms (1), foc = 1.
Lastly, the similarity of truth values 1 and 2 is defined as
III. TEMPORAL CONTEXTUALIZATION
The protoforms recalled in the previous section do not take into account a possible temporal nature of the data, e.g. the case of bases composed of observations on multiple phenomena observed over long time periods for the same objects under study. In statistics and econometrics these databases are usually referred to as panel data. Each object , = 1.. then consists of a time series, which can be written = ( ) =1.. . Depending on the type of study, the interest may lie in characterizing time series using local changes [14] or study the description of duration and variability of different trends [8] . In our approach we are interested in providing temporal contextualization when summarizing objects with different attributes. We first describe the proposed protoform and then present the evaluation of its truth degree.
A. Proposed Protoforms
In this work we focus on explicitly characterizing attributes over time, to obtain summaries such as "Most patients have high blood pressure most of the time". We propose to extend the original protoforms (1) and (2):
where is a time quantifier.
We note that the linguistic interpretation of this type of linguistic summaries has a very different linguistic interpretation if the quantifier order is reversed, i.e. time, ′ are . In this case, it is less clear the characterization of the attribute over time. We believe that the LS given by (13) and (14) are simpler to be human interpretable and can provide an adequate temporal contextualization of events.
B. Proposed Evaluation of the Truth Degree
In order to assess the validity of the temporal summaries (13), we propose to compute their truth value as
This means that the value ( ) is replaced by the evaluation of applied to the average over the considered time series. This new interpretation of the number of objects possessing is then quantified by , consistently with the linguistic interpretation presented in the previous subsection.
This can be illustrated by the example "Few patients have low heart rate most of the time". For each patient, first we fuzzify the attribute heart rate, then the temporal quantity that heart rate is low. Finally we quantify how many patients have low heart rate most of the time.
For (14), we likewise propose to extend of the previous truth value (15) in the same way as (5) extends (4):
. (16) IV. CATEGORICAL CONTEXTUALIZATION Considering the case of data for which category information is available, we also propose a categorical extension of linguistic summaries: we propose to use crisp category labels = { 1 , . . . , }, as a form to provide insights into differences between patients or events in medical data. The category labels refer to information contained in the data, such as a measurable medical condition (e.g. disease), medical procedure (e.g. intubation) or status (e.g. deceased within some period after treatment). This categorical data is crisp in nature.
A. Proposed Protoforms
A protoform of the form (2) could be used, by replacing with ∈ . The reason for proposing a new protoform is to keep the idea of the original qualifier intact (i.e. another attribute together with a linguistic value), and maintain consistency with other quality measures [20] . We note that replacing by could be misleading because ( ) would not refer to a linguistic value (in the form of a fuzzy predicate), but instead to crisp category data. Thus we propose to extend simple and complex protoforms in the form:
′ with are (17) ′ with are (18) An example of this type of summaries would be "Most patients with disease X have low blood pressure". In this protoform the inclusion of crisp information in a linguistic summary is clear. This type of linguistic summaries also allows the use of indirect information and uses it as class labels. For example, patients with measurements of oxygen flow indicates that they are intubated.
The protoforms (17) and (18) An example of these summaries is "Most patients with disease X have a low heart rate most of the time".
B. Proposed Evaluation of the Truth Degree
In calculations of quality measures, such as the truth value, for these linguistic summaries we are only interested in objects which belong to a given class . We define for any category label a subset of as = { ∈ / ∈ } and the number of elements of this set is . Naturally
. The truth value for (17), (18), (19) and (20) can be obtained by substituting for and for in (1), (2), (13) and (14) respectively. For example the truth value for (17) is defined as
V. DIFFERENTIAL LINGUISTIC SUMMARIES
In this work the focus is on generating linguistic descriptions in time series data, not only of the whole series, but also on the differences between subsets of the data identified with category labels. The objective is to characterize the category labels through the identification of summaries that exclusively apply for one category label, but not others: the aim is e.g. to distinguish between the case where both summaries "most male patients have high heart rate" and "most female patients have high heart rate" are valid from the case where only one of them applies. In the latter case, we propose to underline the specifics of a category label by the definition of a differential linguistic summary, of the form "most male patients have high heart rate while female patients do not".
A. Linguistic expression
The proposed enriched linguistic summaries are composed of two parts: a part highlighting the differences between subsets of the data with different category labels and a part which refers to all category labels combined. The associated protoform is
Differences:
′ with 1 are
The proposed enriched linguistic summaries aim at making the linguistic summaries more complete, by combining classical global linguistic summaries (23) as explained in Section II-A, that apply to the whole data, with differential summaries 22 .
The first part (22) highlights differences between summaries with different classes. The negation " 2 do not" in the differential summary " ′ with 1 are while ′ with 2 do not" refers to the whole summary "
′ are " and not only to the quantifier or summarizer.
The differential part is associated with two assessment criteria: indicates the extent to which the summary indeed differentiates the two category labels, as detailed in the next subsection;
is the truth degree of the linguistic summary " ′ with 1 are ".
This double evaluation implies that a double condition is imposed when selecting the relevant differential summaries to be part of the final data description, requiring two threshold user-set parameters, 1 and 2 : only summaries with high differential property, i.e. ≥ 1 , and high truth value, i.e. ≥ 2 , are kept.
The second part (23) is composed of the general linguistic summaries, in the form of classical protoform (1), with a high truth value, above a threshold 3 . It can be noted that this parameter can be set to the same value as 2 or to a lower value to be less severe for summaries applying to all data. For this work we used a value of 1 = 2 = 3 = 0.5.
It should be underlined that (22) and (23) are illustrated for the simplest protoform (17) . The differential summaries can also be based on the more complex form (18) .
B. Proposed Evaluation of the Truth Degree
The evaluation of differential summaries is based on truth degrees and the differential criterion. Truth degrees are computed as presented in the previous subsection, see Equation (21) . The aim of the differential criterion is to assess the extent to which a linguistic summary indeed characterizes a categorical label, i.e. applies to it but not to others.
This criterion compares 1 = ′ with 1 are and 2 = ′ with 2 are , i.e. two summaries with the same quantifier, temporal quantifier, summarizer and qualifier but different category labels. One of them must have a high truth degree and the other one a low truth degree. We therefore propose to simply define the differential criterion as
It must be underlined that this criterion is symmetrical, whereas the differential summary is not: 1 is, by definition, the summary with the maximal truth degree among the two candidates.
A more general case can be considered, where two summaries slightly differing by their quantifier or summarizer are opposed one to another to define the differential summary, i.e. 1 = 1 ′ with 1 are 1 and 2 = 2 ′ with 2 are 2 with similar 1 and 2 or with similar 1 and 2 . In the general case, we propose to define
where ( 1, 2) is the dissimilarity measure (7) applied to the linguistic summaries ignoring the category labels and cmp( 1 , 2 ) is a comparison measure for category labels defined as
Using this definition, if the considered summaries 1 and 2 apply to the same category label, they are associated to cmp( 1 , 2 ) = 0 and thus to = 0 and they do not satisfy the condition on minimal differential criterion. In the case where they are identical except for their categorical labels, as considered above, sim( 1 , 2 ) = 1, sim( 1 , 2 ) = 1, sim( 1 , 2 ) = 1, sim( 1 , 2 ) = 1 and cmp( 1 , 2 ) = 1 (25) reduces to:
which corresponds to (24).
VI. APPLICATION TO MEDICAL DATA
This section describes the application of the proposed linguistic summary extensions for the generation of informative linguistic descriptions of medical patients. Besides providing a general summary for all patients, we are also interested in highlighting the differences exhibited between patients with different class labels. This type of linguistic summaries offers the decision maker a comprehensive, human consistent summary of important differences and changes over periods of time. The data set under study is composed of observations on multiple phenomena over multiple time periods for the same patients. We use new linguistic summaries that explicitly quantify objects and time. The differences between patient state may be the result of a condition, illness or administered treatment. Since medical data sets are large, it is very difficult for a human being to capture, process and understand all changes.
For example, Fig. 1 shows the heart rate data for all patients under study and Fig. 2 shows the mean and 95% interval heart rate for the same patients. By observing these figures, we can see that there is no clear separation, or significant statistical difference, between patients with a different condition after the considered period. A way to identify possible differences aids practitioners' decision making by providing human interpretable summaries. These differences can also help to identify which measurements show large differences between patients.
A. Considered Data
This study uses data from the MEDAN database [21] , composed of intensive care unit (ICU) abdominal septic shock patients admitted to 70 different hospitals in Germany, collected from 1998 to 2002. All information is anonymous. In this study experiments are performed in a subgroup of 383 patients that meet the criteria for abdominal septic shock, and exclusively focus on a subset of relevant physiological parameters [22] , commonly assessed within the ICU setting. All chosen variables are independent with minimal correlation.
The primary outcome variable is the patient condition (alive or deceased). Although a 72-hour horizon is an interesting prognostic period of time for building an alarm system [23] , in this descriptive study, a 24-hour window was chosen, counting from a given time point until the patient is dismissed from ICU or is deceased. This critical time period is very important to understand the differences between patients, which from a medical point of view are not well understood. This variable is encoded in a binary format, taking value 1 if the patient died within that period of time, and 0 if not.
As with other real-world databases, preprocessing of the data is necessary to improve its quality to be processed into linguistic summaries. In order to deal with variables collected with different sampling periods, a template variable is used. This process allows all variable samples to be available at the same point in time as the template variable. The template variable chosen is the heart rate, since it is the most frequently measured variable (in average one sample every 60 minutes) and thus, the one introducing fewer artifacts in the data [24] .
For the case under study, ICU data can be missing either because because exogenous interventions or endogenous activities have rendered the data useless or they are perceived to be irrelevant for the current clinical problems [25] . When it is possible to prove that a variable was not measured during a certain period of time because of an intentional reason (e.g. ventilator parameters when a patient is extubated), this missing segment is considered as non-recoverable [24] . In this work, these non-recoverable missing segments are deleted. We note that this indirect information could also be used as class labels for the protoforms (17) . On the other hand, if the variable is supposed to exist, but for some unintentional reason (e.g. sensor malfunction) it is missing, this absent segment is considered recoverable and thus, proper imputation techniques can be applied [24] . Missing values are not a problem for the derivation of linguistic summaries or the calculation of quality measures. Nonetheless, they may bias the quality measures. For example it is possible that measurements were more frequent on time periods where the patient was exhibiting a higher heart rate, since he was probably deemed to be at risk. In this work, following the assumption that there are no huge variations between measurements, the last available value is used to impute values to these recoverable missing segments.
B. Categorical Summaries
In this section we provide linguistic summaries of observations of heart rate (HR) and also heart rate combined with values for the partial thromboplastin time (PTT) blood test. By using protoform (22) we are able to differentiate patients with different category labels. This methodology is applied for all patient observations, i.e. we use all collected data for all patients combined. In the summaries they are referred to as observations. Although very simple because all patient observations are combined, these linguistic summaries provide a general overview of the differences between all measured observations of heart rate.
1) Simple Summaries:
We start by using the simplest protoforms (17) to summarize the patients observations of heart rate. We use fuzzy trapezoids to model the modalities of each attribute and quantifier. The fuzzy predicates used for the summarizer heart rate are shown in Fig. 3 , while Fig. 4 shows the linguistic quantifier.
Differences:
• few observations of alive patients have low value of HR while deceased patients do not.
• most observations of alive patients have medium value of HR while deceased patients do not.
( ( • very few observations of alive patients have high value of HR while deceased patients do not. 
Global:
• very few observations have a very low value of HR. ( =1)
• very few observations have a low value of HR. ( =1)
• most observations have a medium value of HR. ( =1)
• very few observations have a very high value of HR.
• few observations have a high value of HR. ( =0.83)
From the global summaries, we can observe that most observations have a medium value of heart rate. Interestingly, by observing the difference summaries, it is possible to observe that this is also the case for observations of patients who were alive after the considered period, while for the deceased patients this was only the case for half of them. For high values of heart rate, there are only very few of the observation of patients who lived, while there are more deceased patients who exhibit high values of heart rate.
It can be noted that due to the difference between the total number of patient observations and the number of patient observations with a given class it is possible that a linguistic summary with the same quantifier and summarizer appear in both the differences and global part of the summary with different truth values.
2) Extended Summaries:
Since in most observations medium values of heart rate are observed, we use the extended linguistic summaries given by (18) to summarize the relation between patient observations of PTT with medium heart rate. These summaries also highlight the differences between patients with different classes. The fuzzy predicates medium used for the qualifier heart rate and summarizer PTT are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 , respectively. Figure 4 shows the linguistic quantifier.
Differences:
• most observations of alive patients with medium value of HR also have a very low value of PTT while deceased patients do not. 
Global:
• half of the observations with medium value of HR also have a very low value of PTT. ( =0.57).
• few observations with medium value of HR also have a low value of PTT. ( =1).
• very few observations with medium value of HR also have a medium value of PTT. ( =1).
• very few observations with medium value of HR also have a high value of PTT. ( =1).
• very few observations with medium value of HR also have a very high value of PTT. ( =1). From the global summaries it is possible to observe that half of the observations of medium heart rate have a very small value of PTT. The remaining observations are distributed amongst a few observations that have a small value of PTT and very few observations with medium, high and very high values of PTT. The differences summaries show that for observations with medium heart rate and very small values of PTT, there are more observations for alive patients (fuzzy predicate most) than observations of deceased patients (fuzzy predicate half). For the case of observations with medium heart rate and medium value of PTT, there are more observations of deceased patients (fuzzy predicate few) than alive patients (fuzzy predicate very few).
C. Temporal and Categorical Summaries
Although the previous summaries provide an insight into patients observations, it is be interesting to characterize the heart rate of patients over time. In this section we provide linguistic summaries of patients over time for observations of heart rate, using protoforms (19) . We also use protoforms (22) to differentiate patients with different category labels. These summaries provide a more complete description of this data. Since this linguistic summary consists of 37 summaries, 12 of which are differences (22) , we only present some examples of the obtained summaries. The fuzzy predicates used for the summarizer heart rate are shown in Fig. 3 . The linguistic quantifiers and temporal quantifiers are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 .
Differences:
• few alive patients have a low value of HR half of the time, while deceased patients do not. 
Global:
• very few patients have a very low value of HR half of the time. ( = 1).
• few patients have a medium value of HR most times. ( = 1)
As expected from the summaries presented in Section VI-B, the obtained linguistic summaries of the differences are for value of low, medium and high values of heart rate. In these summaries, it is possible to also have a temporal contextualization of the events. In 6 of the summaries, the event happened very few times (e.g. medium heart rate), while 4 of them regard events that happened half of the time (e.g. low values of heart rate). In terms of patients 2 of them regard almost all patients, while 8 were about small numbers of patients (very few and few).
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we provide a simple approach to obtain descriptive linguistic summaries of medical data. We propose an extension of the linguistic summaries protoforms to include categorical data and from these summaries clearly indicate differences exhibited in patients with different class labels. We propose to summarize data using a novel differential form, based on a numerical criterion to compare linguistic summaries. The data set under study is composed of observations on multiple phenomena observed over long time periods for the same patients. To clearly quantify attributes and time, we propose linguistic summaries that provide temporal contextualization. Examples of these new approaches are provided for patients suffering from abdominal septic shock.
In this work we focused on assessing the quality of the linguistic summaries using the truth quality measure. There are several other quality measures [20] , [7] , future work will transpose them to the considered summaries, so as to further increase their human interpretation and reduce the total number of sentences. Ongoing works also aim at assessing the quality of the results obtained in the application of the proposed method to septic shock patient data, both for their validity and novelty or unexpectedness by clinical physicians.
